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HIGHLIGHTS
 Recent research and development efforts center around developing smaller, portable robotic weeding systems.
 Deep learning methods have resulted in accurate, fast, and robust weed detection and identification.
 Additional key technologies under development include precision actuation and multi-vehicle planning.
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eeds are a persistent and significant problem
in agricultural production. Weeds, which tend
to grow and produce very rapidly, compete
with crops for critical resources, which can
significantly reduce crop yields (Zimdahl, 2007). Herbicides
are one of the most common and inexpensive approaches to
controlling weeds; however, their continued and widespread
use has prompted concerns due to off-target movement and
steadily rising herbicide-resistant weed populations (Westwood et al., 2018). Given the significance of increasing herbicide-resistant weed populations and economic pressures to
reduce costs associated with weeding, there is a need to implement more sustainable weed management approaches.
Integrated weed management (IWM) is an approach that
combines multiple tactics, including genetic, biological,
chemical, ecological, and mechanical approaches, for controlling weeds (Harker and O’Donovan, 2013; Pittman et al.,
2020). The principle of IWM suggests that any one of these
approaches, when used alone, will not result in optimized
weed control; instead, development and application of multiple tactics is necessary. Further, Young (2018) argues that
IWM is a continuum, and that “true IWM” requires integrating plant ecological and biological knowledge with technological machinery and algorithm-based decision making to
respond to changes in weeds and the environment. To
achieve this precise and specific integrated weed management paradigm, autonomous weeding systems will likely
play a critical role (Young et al., 2017).
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AUTONOMOUS WEEDING ROBOTS
To enable successful and autonomous weed control, robotic weeding systems must detect and identify weeds, remove or control the weeds, and navigate autonomously without damaging the crop. The extent to which a robot can perform these tasks autonomously, also referred to as the level
of autonomy (LOA), depends on its ability to sense the environment, plan based on that environment, and act on the
environment with the intent of reaching a specific goal without external control (Beer et al., 2014). Multiple taxonomies
have been proposed for classifying LOA (Beer et al., 2014;
Huang et al., 2005; Parasuraman et al., 2000), and most definitions rely on the required extent and frequency of human
intervention to complete a task. Levels of autonomy can
largely be categorized as remote control, human-assisted,
human-delegated, or human-supervised (Sheridan, 1992;
Young and Peschel, 2020), with the possibility of a single
system representing multiple LOA categories across different tasks. For example, a system may be considered autonomous in its ability to detect and identify weeds but require
human intervention regarding path planning or steering.
Thus, it is not sufficient to classify whether or not a robotic
weeding system is autonomous, but instead determine if the
system can complete a task, or set of tasks, with some level
of autonomy (Beer et al., 2014).
Fennimore et al. (2016) noted two key aspects to achieving automated weed control, including crop and weed detection and weed control actuators. This article also considers a third aspect, task and path planning, which is particularly necessary when dealing with robotic systems that include multiple vehicles. Thus, the following sections focus
on recent advances in algorithmic and computational approaches for autonomy in three aspects of robotic weed control: (1) weed detection and identification, (2) weed control
actuators, and (3) task and path planning, and include systems that may still be in early exploration and development
stages.
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AUTONOMOUS WEED DETECTION
DEEP LEARNING FOR WEED DETECTION
AND IDENTIFICATION
An important aspect of developing an autonomous weed
control robot is the development of fast and accurate methods to distinguish weeds from crops using computer vision.
This problem can be approached in two ways: the first
method includes the identification of crops to obtain a
crop/non-crop discrimination, and the second method identifies the weeds themselves, often with species-level classification. Deep learning models, such as convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), have emerged as dominant models in
computer vision tasks. Image classification and object detection models based on CNNs have been successfully implemented for weed discrimination and species identification
(Olsen et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019). The primary advantage
of deep learning models is that they make segmentation and
feature selection redundant because the extraction of features and the mapping of learned features to an output result
are developed during the network training process. Comparisons of deep learning models to methods using hand-crafted
features (e.g., shape, color, texture) generally find that deep
learning models result in higher classification accuracies
(dos Santos Ferreira et al., 2017). In scenarios when featurebased models provide comparable classification results, the
convenience of not manually crafting input features for
model development is an advantage of CNN models. CNNs
also have the ability to handle images with occlusion, unlike
classification methods that use shape features (Dyrmann et
al., 2017).
However, the requirement for a large amount of training
data is a major challenge in using CNN models for weed detection. A technique available to mitigate this problem is
data augmentation, in which transformed versions of the
available images are used as additional data (dos Santos Ferreira et al., 2017). Image transformations may include rotation, scaling, illumination shifting, color shifting, and flipping, among others. By applying transformations to existing
images of weeds, the variability of images from agricultural
fields can be overcome, and overfitting can be reduced. For
example, Olsen et al. (2019) applied data augmentation techniques to their large dataset, DeepWeeds, that consisted of
17,509 labeled images of eight different weed species found
in Australian rangelands. In addition to data augmentation,
simulated image data may also be used for model training,
and weed detection CNN models trained solely on simulated
data can perform just as well as models trained on real labeled images (Dyrmann et al., 2016). Another technique for
reduction of the labeling effort is to take advantage of the
spatial distribution of crop rows to obtain an initial classification. The results can then be used as “labeled data” for
training more discerning models (Lottes and Stachniss,
2017; Louargant et al., 2018; Pérez-Ortiz et al., 2015). This
approach demonstrates how the strength of well-developed
algorithms, such as those for row detection, can be leveraged
while implementing newer computer vision techniques.
Another approach to reduce the amount of labeled data
needed for deep learning model training is to use transfer
learning methods for weed classification, which is the
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practice of using pre-trained models for the initialization of
CNN filters. Pre-trained CNN models have been used for
recognition of weeds in cereals (Dyrmann et al., 2017), rice
(Ma et al., 2019), and cotton and tomato (Espejo-Garcia et
al., 2020). The use of previously trained models is useful in
weeding applications where data availability is limited because this approach can be successful even if the model was
pre-trained on completely different data (Oquab et al., 2014).
MODEL PROCESSING SPEED
While classification accuracy is arguably the most important performance parameter for weed identification applications, the model processing speed is also critically important for real-time weeding operations. Processing speed
is largely dependent on model complexity, model implementation, and hardware. Processing rates of over 10 frames per
second (fps) have been achieved using the low-cost and popular Raspberry Pi computer (Cambridge, U.K.) to deploy
real-time application of deep learning models (Chechliński
et al., 2019). Several common NVIDIA (Santa Clara, Cal.)
graphics processing units (GPUs) have achieved deep learning model processing times over 20 fps; however, with reduced GPU power, lighter and less accurate models are required to achieve the same inference speeds (Partel et al.,
2019). While GPUs generally have higher parallel computing power and performance compared to other processing
devices (e.g., CPUs), they remain relatively high-power devices. A promising technology for deploying deep learning
models for weed detection is the field-programmable gate
array (FPGA), which can achieve significant decreases in
power consumption while performing inference on weed images over 2 faster compared to baseline full-precision GPU
implementation with little loss in accuracy (Lammie et al.,
2019). Additionally, FPGA devices are useful in weed identification because the computations involved in prediction
using a CNN model are well suited to acceleration through
an FPGA implementation (Abdelouahab et al., 2018). This
is an especially relevant and exciting direction of research
because the computational power of mobile devices that can
be carried by a weeding robot are limited in both processing
speed and energy consumption.
CROP DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR WEED SENSING
In addition to the advances in sensing and computer vision, robotic weeding applications based on the principle of
“crop design” (van Herck et al., 2020) have also been presented in recent years. The reasoning behind this approach is
that the crops and the field can be modified to accommodate
the capabilities of existing robotic systems. Raja et al. (2019)
presented several methods for facilitating crop-weed discrimination, including applying systemic markers to the seed
or seedling, using signaling in transgenic plants (e.g., tomato
plants with purple foliage), plant labels, and topical application of markers during transplanting. A study using machinedetectable markers on lettuce and tomato plants found an increase in weed removal rates when these markers were used
with intelligent cultivators available in the market (Kennedy
et al., 2020). These methods greatly facilitate the identification of crops, although they are not useful for the identification of individual species in their current form. However, as
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robotic systems develop, modifications to crops aimed at facilitating autonomous weeding can be expected.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
An important consideration for a weed identification
method designed for real-time deployment is the model inference time. The required processing rate depends on the
desired speed of the weeding robot, the rate of image acquisition, and the field of view (FOV) of the imaging device. Olsen et al. (2019) presented an analysis for a system
moving at 10 km h-1 where the FOV of the camera was 450
mm  280 mm. They estimated a required processing rate
of 10 fps to capture and process a new frame in time, given
the vehicle’s speed. This requirement was satisfied when
the model was implemented on a GPU device (accuracy =
95%), and the inference speed was well beyond the required minimum when the model was implemented on an
FPGA (accuracy = 94%) (Lammie et al., 2019). A useful
observation from that study was the relatively unchanged
value of accuracy accompanied by a significant gain in processing speed when the resolution of the input images was
reduced. On the other hand, ensuring a certain speed for the
weeding robot while ignoring the area covered by the images is not a realistic estimation for the speed of the overall
system. For example, the total area captured in an hour
while moving at 10 km h-1 using an image measuring 450
mm laterally is only 4,500 m2. The area covered by the image acquisition system can be increased by using multiple
cameras, but this comes with increased processing time and
the need for an efficient design of multiple weed control
actuators. To summarize this section, the careful tuning of
the image data, the inference model, and adequate hardware are prerequisites for a successful real-time weed identification system.

AUTONOMOUS WEED CONTROL
ACTUATORS
INTER-ROW WEED CONTROL
While the speed of an autonomous weed removal robot is
largely dependent on the speed of the real-time weed detection method, the speed of the weed control actuator also impacts performance. Most of the weed removal techniques
employed by autonomous systems are chemical or mechanical in nature and are used for either inter-row weeding (between the crop rows) or intra-row weeding (between the crop
plants within a row) (Ahmad et al., 2014; Fennimore et al.,
2016). Inter-row mechanical cultivation is a widely used approach for controlling weeds because the tools can be lowtech and non-selective. The cultivation tools are normally
tractor-pulled implements (Peruzzi et al., 2017); however,
more recently, smaller form-factor robotic systems have
been developed to autonomously guide passive cultivation
tools, such as the Dino and Oz robots by Naïo Technologies
(Escalquens, France). While these systems are non-selective
in weed removal, an advantage is that they remove the human operational requirements due to autonomous GPSbased navigation capabilities.
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INTRA-ROW WEED CONTROL
Compared to inter-row weeding, automated and precise
intra-row weed control is a more challenging problem (Ahmad et al., 2014). Several technologies for automated intrarow weeding are commercially available. These technologies use features of the crop and row pattern to identify individual plants for directing mechanical tools (e.g., torsion
weeders, knives, etc.) away from each crop plant as needed.
Examples include the Robovator (F. Poulsen Engineering,
Denmark) and the Garford Robocrop InRow Weeder (Peterborough, U.K.). However, these systems are often only successful in transplanted crops with sufficient plant spacing
and size differential between weeds and crop plants, and
while they may be autonomous in weed control actuation,
they still require human-operated machinery to pull the implements (Peruzzi et al., 2017). Thus, challenges remain in
achieving precise, autonomous intra-row weed control in
sown crops with smaller spacing. Michaels et al. (2015) began to address this problem by developing an automated
weed “stamper” to push small weeds into the soil, which
controls weeds by limiting their photosynthesis and access
to water. The system used a vision-based control approach
to actuate a 10 mm diameter stamping mechanism and killed
young weeds at a rate of up to two weeds per second
(Langsenkamp et al., 2014; Michaels et al., 2015). While this
rate is likely insufficient for deployment at commercial
scale, the proof-of-concept system resulted in positional accuracy of the stamping tool within 2 mm and is a promising
approach for precise and targeted intra-row weed control.
For chemical control approaches, autonomous see-andspray systems require actuation of individual nozzles to apply a precise amount of herbicide only to weeds. The precision and accuracy of a spray system is dependent on the nozzle control, number of nozzles, nozzle design, and speed of
the vehicle, with systems capable of targeting individual
weeds with centimeter-level precision (Chostner, 2017;
Utstumo et al., 2018). A potential advantage of precise seeand-spray systems is that they can provide intra-row weed
control in cropping systems where mechanical approaches
may not be feasible due to lack of space between crop plants.
For example, Blue River’s weed control technology, currently being developed for use in cotton, can achieve spray
accuracy of 2.5 cm to target individual plants at speeds ranging from 1.8 to 3.5 m s-1 (Chostner, 2017) and can be used
for both inter-row and intra-row weed control. Utstumo et al.
(2018) developed a drop-on-demand (DoD) herbicide system in which the herbicide application is controlled down to
individual droplets, using a ground robot to selectively shoot
herbicide droplets onto detected weed leaves at a speed of
0.8 m s-1. Their system was successful in developing a DoD
treatment with well-formed droplets and high leaf retention
for use in an autonomous see-and-spray robot, although testing was limited to four weed species.
Robotic systems that use both mechanical and herbicide
weed control methods have also recently been explored. The
AgBot II is a prototype for a modular crop and weed management robot developed by researchers at Queensland University of Technology in Australia. This system uses computer vision techniques and a lighting module to identify and
classify plants and weed species, after which the system
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initiates weed removal with either mechanical implements,
a precision spray system, or a combination of both, according to the species detected at a speed of 1.4 m s-1 (Bawden et
al., 2017). Similarly, a ground vehicle developed by the European Robot Fleet for Highly Effective Agricultural and
Forestry Management (RHEA) project was equipped with
precision burners for real-time intra-row weed control in
combination with mechanical inter-row cultivation tools for
use in maize (Gonzalez-de-Santos et al., 2017). The researchers found that their system effectively controlled
weeds without affecting yield.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
As with weed detection and identification, achieving adequate speed in the control system for the weed removal actuator remains a barrier to achieving the efficiency and
productivity levels needed for implementation. Currently,
most systems use weed control actuators that require on-off
or open-close control. As mechanical degrees of freedom
(DoF) increase, achieving timely control of the implement
can become difficult. For example, Bawden et al. (2017) calculated that a 2 DoF mechanical implement that could slide
sideways and move vertically would require the sliding
mechanism to achieve impractical linear speeds for implementation at a vehicle speed of 0.8 m s-1. Additionally, the
directed nozzle developed for the Ladybird platform used an
inverse kinematic control approach combined with an optimization step and achieved an average total time of 0.52 s to
spray each target (Underwood et al., 2015), which is similar
to the ~1.75 weeds per second rate of the mechanical stamping system and visual servoing method developed by
Michaels et al. (2015). The desired speed of the actuator also
depends on the number and type of actuators, vehicle speed,
and desired weeding performance, although faster actuation
to control a larger number of weeds in the same amount of
time is generally a reasonable goal during development.
While there are computational and control approaches that
may help achieve faster actuation for manipulators (e.g., Lin
et al., 2019), another promising strategy to increase throughput is to mount multiple actuators to a single robot, or to use
multiple robots in the field to parallelize weeding tasks, strategies for which are described below.

VEHICLE ROUTE AND TASK PLANNING
To be economically effective, an autonomous weed removal system must adequately and efficiently achieve spatial coverage within a field (Lowenberg-DeBoer et al.,
2020). For a single autonomous weeding robot, a coverage
path must be generated to ensure that the system optimally
covers the target area, which is largely considered a solved
problem, although exceptions exist. However, when multiple robots are considered, each robot must be assigned to
perform tasks so that the overall performance is maximized
given a set of constraints, which remains an open research
question. Generating trajectories for groups of cooperative
or collaborative robots for autonomous weed control presents a challenge due to changing environmental conditions,
broken or limited communication links, actuation
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limitations, and the physical row constraints of field crops,
but recent advances have resulted in path planning and task
allocation methods for agricultural robots that attempt to
overcome those challenges, which are described below.
The task allocation problem for automated weeding is determining the time, place, and robot for performing weeding
tasks within a given field. Task planners can generally be
either offline, where information about the mission is used
to generate task assignments for each robot a priori, or
online, where the task planner may adapt to new information
and new situations during a mission. Task planners may also
be centralized, in which one central planner maintains a connection with and allocates tasks to all agents, or decentralized, in which the task planning tasks are distributed between
all robots within the system; additionally, there are hybrid
centralized-decentralized approaches. Central planners are
generally able to more effectively allocate tasks to multiple
robots, but reliance on connectivity and potential connectivity loss between the planner and individual robots remains a
challenge, in addition to the lack of robustness against failure
of the planner.
Distributed real-time task planners can help overcome
these issues. Middleware entities can facilitate task planning
between multiple distributed robots by enabling queries and
information sharing between individual systems that are necessary for task matching and assignment (Drenjanac et al.,
2014). Additionally, dynamic decomposition algorithms
have been developed that support dynamic portioning to enable field areas assigned to individual robots to update during the mission based on learned information, for example,
of impassable areas (Drenjanac et al., 2014). An optimization approach may also be used that seeks to maximize a reward metric across multiple vehicles. For weeding robots, a
coordinated planner was developed that maximized the
height of visited weeds by multiple vehicles (McAllister et
al., 2019). This method also evaluated different levels of information sharing, finding that more information sharing between robots resulted in higher total reward for the planner.
Other distributed planners use only local information on
each robot, which does not require an inter-robot communication link but may lead to inefficiencies (Janani et al.,
2016). However, the redundancy against communication
and single-robot failures makes these approaches appealing
for agricultural settings that may have limited network connectivity.
The Mobile Agricultural Robot Swarms (MARS) project
aims to drive a paradigm shift in farming by using large
groups of small, distributed robots for completing agricultural tasks, which requires coordinated planning (Blender et
al., 2016). The MARS effort includes the development of a
robot as well as communication and software architectures
to facilitate multi-vehicle planning; this includes a central
entity to manage the robot swarm, named OptiVisor, which
deploys both coverage planning and control optimization algorithms. OptiVisor also interfaces between the robots and
the cloud, which is used for user inputs regarding settings
and instructions for the system. There are two proposed architectures, one that enables OptiVisor deployment on a local computer near the field, and another with planning outsourced to the cloud (remote) and control running locally (at
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the field), both of which enable planning and re-planning
during a mission. Although the MARS system is currently
being designed for seeding tasks, the swarm control and
planning approach that achieves coverage within a field
could be used for weeding with modified robots.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
While real-time planning and re-planning can overcome
practical challenges that arise in the field, a recent review by
Santos et al. (2020) noted that most of the current algorithmic approaches for path planning in agriculture are offline
approaches. This is likely because path planning approaches
require computationally intensive methods, such as heuristics and meta-heuristics, for finding an approximately optimal solution when exact solutions are computationally infeasible (Raja and Pugazhenthi, 2012). As noted by Seyyedhasani et al., (2019), field coverage planning in agricultural operations can be unpredictable due to weather, machinery breakdowns, and field conditions, leaving offlineonly computational approaches unusable. Approaches that
are being explored to overcome the computational challenges of multi-vehicle coverage planning include making
algorithm recommendations based on field and vehicle characteristics (Seyyedhasani et al., 2019), using fast, dynamic
path-planning formulations that can continually adjust and
assign new goals and paths (Han and Yu, 2020), and algorithm modifications and improvements to increase the convergence speed of existing heuristics (Dai et al., 2019).

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Approximately a decade ago, robust weed detection and
identification were identified as the primary obstacle to commercial development of robotic weed control technology
(Slaughter et al., 2008). Since then, key advances in computer vision and sensing have enabled accurate weed detection in real-time. Even more important are the recent developments in weed identification using deep learning, which
has been facilitated by the availability of vast computing resources and the ubiquity of digital imaging (dos Santos Ferreira et al., 2017; Olsen et al., 2019). While most deep learning applications require the availability of large, labeled data
sets, strategies for reducing and eliminating this bottleneck
are being explored, including development of open-source
datasets and transfer learning methods (Dyrmann et al.,
2017; Espejo-Garcia et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2019). The advances and high accuracies of machine learning-based approaches for autonomous weed detection and identification
indicate that weed detection and identification may no longer
be considered the primary obstacle to commercialization of
robotic weed removal systems, although work is still needed
to make existing CNN models more generalizable across a
broader range of crops, weeds, and geographic locations, a
problem that has been recognized in theoretical studies on
CNNs (Azulay and Weiss, 2019; Long and Sedghi, 2019).
The other two aspects discussed in this article, autonomous weed control actuation and vehicle route and task planning, remain active areas of research. Actuation approaches
that require on-off or open-close control currently achieve
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higher speeds of operation (Bawden et al., 2017; Chostner,
2017) but are less precise than targeted and directed actuators that mechanically or chemically remove individual
weeds (Michaels et al., 2015; Utstumo et al., 2018). The
computational time required to solve positional and steering
control problems (e.g., inverse kinematics, visual servoing)
must decrease for precision approaches to become viable.
Another approach to increasing the throughput of these precision actuation approaches is to include multiple actuators
on a single machine and/or deploy multiple machines. For
the latter, efficient and dynamic task and route planning are
required so that multiple machines can adequately cover the
entire field. Improving vehicle connectivity and reducing
communication failures between multiple robots must also
be achieved to enable online planning, likely through the development of algorithms that do not over-rely on inter-vehicle communication (Janani et al., 2016) and are robust
against failure (Bechon et al., 2020), or the creation of new
communication networks (Yaacoub and Alouini, 2019).
In-field testing and evaluation of robotic weeding systems are required across a wider range of crops and weed
conditions, including weed species, growth stages, and densities, to evaluate their efficacy without damaging the crop
or affecting harvest (Lati et al., 2016; Melander et al., 2015).
Further, as field trials for the efficacy of these wide varieties
of weed control systems increase, another emerging aspect
ripe for automation is the a priori and in-field selection of
appropriate weed control tools. The weed-specific approach
reported by Bawden et al. (2017) that either mechanically or
chemically removes weeds is highly relevant when weed
populations include a subset of herbicide-resistant species.
While there has been progress in developing weeding robots with autonomous capabilities, challenges remain regarding their widespread use and success across multiple
crops and weed species. As Merfield (2016) noted, many
other tasks are associated with weed management beyond
the weed detection, control actuation, and navigation tasks
considered here. These additional tasks include monitoring
crop, weed, and soil conditions to determine when weeding
should occur, selecting an appropriate set of weeding tools,
and monitoring weeder performance in real-time to ensure
proper operation. Real-time adjustments of the weed control
actuator are also necessary to adapt to changes in weed, soil,
and crop conditions that can affect performance (Merfield,
2016). Ultimately, autonomous weeding is a dynamic, complex task that requires developing systems that are autonomous across all aspects and that can selectively and precisely
control weeds at the species level. This would enable advancement from a low-level IWM approach to a “true IWM”
approach when integrated with other weed control methods
(Young, 2018).
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